Abstract. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been recognized as a useful non-destructive testing and imaging tool for subsurface exploration. GPR data can be recorded at a high-speed in a continuous way. The automatic detection and interpretation of huge amount of GPR data is desired, but challenging. In this paper, we propose to use a model based on deep convolutional neural networks for automatic detection of hyperbola in GPR images. Compared to other machine learning models applied to GPR images, the proposed method needs less preprocessing steps, and does not require edge detection, segmentation and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. The proposed hyperbola detector is used to detect the buried objects and laboratory experimental results validated its performance. The scores of the proposed hyperbola detector for hyperbola recognition from GPR images are marked.
Introduction
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been widely applied in civil engineering, including bridge inspection, detection and mapping of subsurface utilities such as pipes and cables [1] , [2] , and etc. The automatic detection and interpretation of huge amount of GPR data is desired, and the hyperbolic feature is the most typically pattern shape in the B-scan images of GPR. Due to the complexity of underground media, GPR images suffer from noise and clutter. It is a challenging task to automatically identify hyperbola from GPR data.
The generalized Hough transform is one of the commonly-used methods used to find the parameters of hyperbola, but is time consuming and of low accuracy. In addition, template matching is also applied to detect interesting regions from GPR images, but may result in missing and false detections. Recently, machine learning methods are proposed to narrow down the regions including hyperbola [3] , [4] . In [3] , a thresholding method and a column-connection clustering algorithm are employed to preprocess the input images, and then a machine learnt model is applied to identify hyperbolic signatures. These methods have achieved good results in some situations. But a threshold must be chosen manually by experimentation, which leads to limitations in large real-world datasets.
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have recently achieved remarked performance in many computer vision tasks, such as face recognition [5] . In this paper, we propose a method to automatically detect hyperbolas in complex environment using a model based on deep CNN. It has minimal preprocessing steps, which means it does not require edge detection, segmentation and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. This proposed method achieves an end-to-end detection of hyperbola in GPR images. Furthermore, the scores of the proposed hyperbola detector for hyperbolas in GPR images are marked.
Methods
In this paper, the proposed method is based on Faster Region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN). A region proposal network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional features with the detection network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. This critical step enables a real-time detection of hyperbola in GPR images.
The proposed hyperbola detector is a single, unified network for object detection, which is composed of two modules. The first module is a deep fully convolutional network that proposes regions, and the second module is the Fast R-CNN detector [5] that uses the proposed regions. What we need to solve is a two-classification problem. It means that we only need to mark a target. And the remaining part is the background. The pre-produced large number of sample input network models are then used for parameter training and tuning.
Experiment and Result
Five different targets are buried in a 3m*2m*1m sandpit in the laboratory, as shown in Figure 1(a) . We recorded a GPR profile on the sand surface by using a 2.6 GHz antenna. Using the previously trained model to detect the recorded GPR image, as shown in Figure 1(b) . As can be seen from the results, the trained detector have successfully detected four of the five targets. While one of them is wrong. The scores of the proposed hyperbola detector for hyperbolas in GPR images are quite high, and the highest score is 0.831. 
Summary
In this paper, a method that is proposed to detect hyperbolas from GPR images in complex environment using a model based on deep convolutional neural networks. Compared to other machine learning models applied to GPR images, the proposed method is honored with high performance and scores when applied to real datasets.
